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INTRODUCTION
Rloderll huiltling has for the no st part forgotten ~vhathas al~va!-s
been architecturek most important contributio~lto collective culture: the fabric and comniunit!- of urban and rural landscapes ~vliich
is created b!- connectio~lsbetween individual huildings a~ltltheir
surround. This ohse~vationwas articulatetl po~cierfullyb!- Colin
Roxve and Fred Koetter in Collage City two decades ago. and has
provoked the fonnulation of the educational method described here.
This work is an attempt to reinvest moder~larchitecture with a
co~lsideratio~l
of connective patterns and xvith a concern for the
whole at least equal to that for the individual huilding as part.
The three-part interpretive process of analysis described in this
paper represents an approach to architectural design education
rooted in an understanding of place. and of patterns and systems
operating at a larger scale than that of an individual building.
Impo~tantalso to this process is the teaching of craft and disciplined making. hand in hand with analysis. This process is offered
as an alternative to an approach to design education wherein the
site - or tlie ground - is often treated as unloaded ant1 neutral: its
o~vnstructure and specificit!. suppressed. In traditional models of
arcliitectural design teaching, the site is often reduced to a flat.
mute. and abstract datum on which the architectural construct is
explored. [I refer here to architectural teaching methods deriving
both from the Beaus-Arts and Bauhaus traditions. Though clearl!these traditions staid in man!- respects as opposing poles in the
spectrum of methods of fornial conrposition. they share a predilection for the ideal and the universal. This sharecl bias seems to
involve in both cases tlie esclusion or diminution of consideration
of the specificit!. of site.
Khile this kit of parts based teaching is estremel>- effective in
exposing a range of compositional possibilities. the design investigation is generall!. devoid of a search for wisdom found in the field
of the site. Arcliitectural strategies derive only from pure geometric. proportiotial relationships. fornial composition. and internal
programniatic hierarchy. Only after tlie parti has achieved a degree
of self-sufficient!- and completion is it introduced to the site. At
this point the relationship between parti and landscape can onl!
he one of acconlnlodation - not of mutual generation. And this
accommodation is generally quite one-sided. ~ r i t htlie i)uilding's

geometry ant1 internal logic calling the shots. The result is a 1-ie~r
of architecture as priman- - as active - as onl!- figure - and a treatment of the ground as secondai?-. reactive, ex-en residual.
111response to this prevailing bias toward tlie building as figural
ohject. tlie emphasis upon interpretive site anal!-sis as a precursor
to design ainis to encourage a stude11t.s awareness of the urban or
rural landscape's figural and testural qualities. This work involves
exploring analytical techniques to reveal these qualities. ant1 to
render landscape. urban. ant1 architectural s>-stemsas integral. reciprocal. and equivalent.

A premise of this work is that in order for analytical observations of
site to be able to penetrate and meaningfully corrupt the design
process. the analysis nlust beconie personal, creative. subjective.
and spatial. In other words. it nlust be undertaken as an act of
design. The three techniques described here are serial and consecutive. The!- encourage xiar!-ing methods of abstraction to render
the essence of the observed landscape tov-ards the creation of a
spatial template which may be transferretl and transformed. The
objects of study to ~vlzichthese techniques may be applied are
limitless. 'Cl'hat will be s h o ~ v here
~ l are ~rorksresulting from tlie
anal!-sis of cities. of city precincts. and blocks. I will also sho~vthis
technique as applied to sonle well-knolrn buildings viewed within
their local and extended site contests.

THE PROCESS
Start-up: Diagrams
An established plan-based mapping techiiique - the figurelground
dra~ving- is the point of departure. A figurelground tlra~ri~lg
of a
tit!- plan highlights the opposition of space (void) and mass (solid)
- space is white and xilass is black. To achieve this diagrammatic
clarit? all evidence of topographic variation - slopes. ridges. vall e y . prospects, and the Illass and varied textures created h!- trees
and other vegetation - is usuall!- denied.
The Giambatista Nolli Map of Rome (1748) - perhaps the original
figurelgrouncl diagram - is by no means as reductive ancl polarized
as what we have come to expect from this technique. and serves to
demonstrate b!- comparison its potential flaws [see Fig. 11.

preli1lliilai-y and radicall>- reductive abstraction ~vhichperforills
best not in isolation. hut as a base tliagrain capable of reiiltegratiiig
layers of interpreted information regarding the sitek complesities
of texture and spatial character.

Technique 1:Collage

-1specific form of collage is iiltroducetl to the figureiground dra~ving in order to address both the third tlimension - or shape of the
ground - and the textural qualities of the field. Collage patterns
~\-hich
suggest urban ailti landscape textures replace the mute and
definitive hlack and xvl~iteoppositioii of the figure grountl. I11 collage abstraction. a literal footprint of building form aiid outliiie is
traded for an abstract pattern I\-hich favors testure ant1 grain [see
Fig. 21.

Fis. 1. Frag111e11
t of 1-olli Map of Rome. 1 748

The Nolli Map reveals a variet!- of levels of complexity generally
ahseat i11 the figureiground drawing. The interior space of public
buildings is registered as void (not solid) as if it is an esteilsioi~of
the puhlic urban space defined h!- esteriial streets ailtl squares. By
sholring the public spaces within the solitl mass of huildings. a
middle ground begins to emerge.
The result is the graphic rendering of a spatial integratioil of puhlic
buildings xrith their surroui~diilgurban landscape and the concoillitaiit idea that neither space. nor mass. is homogenous. According to the degree to which they play a part in the public and
coillmuiial life of the city, huildings are rendered either as places
extending from the urban laadscape. or as components of lllass
~ i h i c create
l~
the formal boundaries of the public realm. Also. an
overall illipressiol~of topographic variation. and field texture is
l)eautifull!- and articulately rendered. The varied grain. scale. and
orientation of agricultural fields. gardens - even of the river - are
painstakiilgl!- captured. yet. in the aspect of the Nolli which has
heen most influential to contemporary readerings of figurelground
dra~\-iiigs,
ultimately the variations in figure and field fade to black
and ~rhite.Both figure and field - black and white - reinaiii homogenous. monolithic. and neutral. and in the case of the field. this
hecomes interpreted as no illore thaii the "nothing" where "something" is not.
The uti1it)- of the figureiground dra~ringis as self-evident as the
technique is pervasive. However. it is perhaps ideally seen as a

Fig. 2 Student Collagr o f all Li.ball PI-eci~~ct.
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Collage. ~bhilea tno-dimeiisional medium, suggests a three-dime11sioilal reality. The careful arrailgement of collage material can effectivel) imply variatioi~samong l~ackgrouncl.middle grouiid. and
foreground ~vhichevoke three-dimensional relatioilships het~+-een
huilt forill ant1 laildform [see Fig. 31.

Fig. 3 Student Colldpe o f all L-rhdn Prrcinct. Pittshurg!~.PA.

Through this device topographic conditions are given shape and
scale equivalent to architectural structure. Applied to a series of
urban-scaled studies. this technique of collage allo~vsstudents to
search for the s>-~ltl~esis
of building and site giving equal value to
each.

Technique 2: Drawingphoto-Composite
Drawing as a ineans of c.onstruction. first in abstract plan, and then
in three-dimensional projection. is introduced as a mechanism of
transfer and reconstructioil of the individual discoveries obtained
h!- the studelit through collage ahstractiolis ancl diagrams. It is the
intention of this component of the process to translate the inlplied
three-dimensional relationships explored in diagram and collage.
illto a precise. descriptive. and spatial understantling of the landscape subject.
The drawings are esploraton in nature. built on "hidden lines"
based on alignments and guidelines [see Fig. 41.

relationships between eleinents. hot11 of architecture and landscape. Students are asked to investigate the specific topographic
for111of tlieir site and the architectural elements with which it interacts. Through this phase. there is a process of repeated returns to
the site (where possible) as a means of calibrating specificall!needed plan and sectional dimensions. and to correct critical oversimplifications made during the first phases of abstraction.
Inter~rovennith the draniilg exercise is the i~ltroductiollof a
coinplementar>-technique of represelltation: the photo-composite.
The photo-composite. developed originall!. h ~David
Hockne!; conye!-s a three-climensional. spatial experience through the arrangement of multiplr photographic. frames taken from a fisecl station
point. Unlikr single frame photographs. ~ r h i c htend to emphasize
a singular view or object. the composite is able to capture relationships between elements. and in doing so hegins to render the space
of the subject tangible.
The student revisits the site and selects a viexi- and matching station point based on the information that view is intended to convey.
Nest. inultiple overlapping frames are shot (each ~ r i t htheir o~vn
perspectival vanishing point) encompassing the intentled vie~r.
Upon retrieving the developed prints. the all-important act of arranging and assemhli~lgthe composite of frames takes place. The
arranged v i m is to be biased by the student's intended communication. Because of the nlultiple vanishing points in the various
photographic frames. soine degree of distortion and fraglnentatioll
of the representation is inevitable. The student is asked to consider thougl~tfull! and deliberatel!- what is to be distorted in the
1-iew.and what is to retain its clarity and continuity in the preferred
arrangement. The photo-co~npositeis the component of this process of creative analysis which represents the artifact in its full.
material. and phenomenal expression.

Technique 3: Bas-relief Model
The three-dimensional projection produced in Part 2 is a ~vorking
drawing for the culminating phase of this analytical process: the
bas-relief inoclel [see Fig. 51.

Fig. 1Studexlt Dravinp of a Citr- Block. Richn~ond. 1-4
These "hiddell lines" are an integral and necessan- component of
the dra~ving.not to be erased. The! constitute the scaffoldiilg
~rliichanchors the projection. and indicate the connections and

Based on the dra~ringprotluced. the student is asked to const~vct
an architectural relief illode1 ~vhichs!-nthesizes hislher ideas about
the site subject. The illode1 ins!- be seen as a series of tn-o-dimensional maps intenroren into an integrated three-tlimensional matrix. \\-hicli poi-tra!-s both the integrit!. of individual s!-stems, as \\-ell
as their participation in tlze \vl~ole[see Fig. 61.

CONCLUSION

Fig. 6 Stuclent .IIorlel of the Citr- of' Cl~nr/e.~tol~.
SC.

The illode1 is meant to clarifl-ideas of spatial hierarch!.. topography.
path. and structure. using a lilnitetl palette of materials [see Fig. 71.

The method of anal!sis descri1)ed here is meant to highlight the
esplorato~?-and inconclusive nature of the designer's creative search.
The challenge is to c~oiil1,iileobjective analysis - the reduction of
comples ideas to abstract terms xrhich are aspecific and thereh!- lvitll
sul,jective search for a
illterpretaprocess,
tioll of
oliect of studJ.. ~
h
~
~studellts
~ learn~
valuable skills of obsen7atioi1. documentation. abstraction. and representation \c-hichparallel a design methodolog! built on the use of
transfer and traiisforn~ation.
This pedagogy rests on the belief that design origiilates from shared.
inherited ideas ant1 places T\-hichhave been absorbed and integrated h!- the individual: the designer does not begin fro111a tabula
rasa. Onl!- througll the process of intlividual reflection on esisting
ideas and artifacts are neu- ones of value produced. The t!-pe of
analysis here described is not a search for a single and conclusive
truth. but rather for the potential of a single artifact/site/lantlscape
to contain nlultiple truths which ma!- he interpreted and filtered
through the eyes of the individual designer. Perhaps Corl) said it
11est in A :Yerc- Korltl of Space: "In a complete antl successful work.
there are hidden inasses of implications. a veritable world which
reveals itself to those ~vhomit may concern - which means: to those
~vhodeserve it."

Fig. 7 Studetlt dloclel of the Citr- o f Cl~arleiton.SC.

The niodels esploit a sculptural manipulatioa of planes. columns,
and xsalls. to identif!- relatioilships and to distinguish figures from
their sui-rounding field. The nature of the esercise emphasizes that
the inost impoi~ant"inaterial" to be manipulated. is the pla!- of
light and sliado~vmade by the various depths of the construction.
Figures aild systems. then. are identifietl through their shai-pness of
outline in relief [see Fig. 81.
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